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Nov 12, 2012

Goal 1: provide a variety of housing types throughout Kenton County to meet the needs of all generation sand income levels

Blue Comments
- I especially like “A” we need to stop urban sprawl and provide walkable communities

Goal 2: Create and maintain places with a unique character to enhance liveability

Yellow Comments
- Remove obstacles to improvement by the private sector of our data infrastructure which would reduce vehicular traffic and air pollution

Blue Comments
- I like “B” – arts, events and entertainment opportunities especially needed by young adults.

Goal 3: Strive to attract new jobs and retain existing jobs.

Blue Comments
- Strongly agree with diverse educational opportunities

Economics Board
Blue Comment
- Definitely Agree!

Goal 4: Promote and protect the history and culture of agriculture.

Blue Comments
- “A” Very important
- “C” Critical to affect up front
Goal 5: Improve the ability of residents to live an healthy lifestyle.

Yellow Comments
- These choices have to be personal choices and not dictated by any governing authority

Blue Comments
- "A" Critical to mitigating culture of automobile “B”

Goal 6: Enhance and expand the effectiveness of the transportation system by promoting multimodal approaches that address the needs of all users.

Yellow Comments
- “C” Question in my mind; where are the strategic locations?
- How are residents in rural Kenton County be served by transit
- Need better transportation for senior citizens who are unable to get places on their own.

Blue Comments
- “C” Critical for promoting business and “D” traffic reduction
- “B” Needed

Goal 7: Provide adequate access to natural systems to encourage outdoor activities for all generations.

Yellow Comments
- These are vague statements but have great potential to create conflict @ private land owners’ property rights.

Blue Comments
- “A” What kind of access? Bus? Walking Path? Sidewalk? On whose property would these be routed?
- “B” Supports health as well as mobility

Natural Systems Board

Yellow Comments
- Parks need to be more accessible and safe
- Individuals should be responsible for living a healthy life style. It should not be the function of government.
- Amen! Attached to the note above
Goal 8: Strive to achieve a balance between development and preservation

Yellow Comments
- Vague statements grant potential to interfere with private land owner’s rights.

Blue Comments
- There is a fine line between environmentally significant areas and the rights of property owners.
- “A” Needed up front to prevent loss. Identify these as soon as possible.
- I’d like to see creation of public parks that are environment centered such as Hamilton County Park system.

Goal 9: Celebrate the unique identity of communities within Kenton County.

Yellow Comments
- Since rural areas have small populations we have to strive to protect rural properties and interests.

Blue Comments
- I especially like “D”
- Some of us Southern Kenton County people want:
  - Police/fire/life squad protection
  - Road maintenance for mail and school bus and needed traffic
  - To be left alone to use our property as we always have!

Community Identity Board

Yellow Comments
- Everybody doesn’t have interment, need better communication.

Goal 10: Encourage cooperative governance

Yellow Comments
- Need more cooperation between city, county, and state
- I have 4 properties and pd 911 fees of $85 x 4 for property with no buildings. Is this fair?
- There must be a better way to fund 911 in Kenton County. If that fee is the way to fund sharing of services, we wouldn’t support any future sharing.

Blue Comments
- “B, C, D & E” Critical to success of plan